
COEP Library is using SLIM21 software developed by Algorhythms Consultants Pvt.Ltd., 

Punefor library automation. Initially, the library implemented SLIM 2.0 (DOS version). Then in 

the Year 2003, we upgraded it to SLIM++. As academic libraries need to upgrade not only its 

collections but also the technology from time to time to provide readers coming from diverse 

engineering streams, we have shifted to SLIM21 from SLIM++ in the Year 2008. 

SLIM21 is a comprehensive library automation package customized to perform all the 

operations and activities of a fully electronic library. It supported WebOPAC, Catalog 

maintenance, Circulation, Serial Management, Acquisition, Processing and MARC Cataloguing. 

COEP library follows the cataloguing procedure through SLIM 21 software. Enter an ISBN 
number of 10 or 13 digits to fetch the bibliographic information from various websites/databases 
like Google Books, LOC and ISBNDB etc. It fetches all information about books along with their 
cover images, abstracts etc. Ultimately, it saves manual data entry efforts and the time of library 
staff. 
COEP library uses the Dewey Decimal Classification System. 
 
Librarian classifies books with DDC 21 series and gives the right number to each book. Enter 
class number along with author mark and accession number in the book as well as in 
softwareSLIM21. Its cataloguing module is specially designed for entering multilingual data in 
the Unicode script. Cataloguing of Multilingual books along with English with special reference 
to Hindi and Marathi books has been made extensively possible by using SLIM21 Software. 
The circulation module provides everything that any library needs- easy front desk operations, 

spine label & barcode label printing, stock taking and automated daily transaction and overdue 

reminders. The system is integrated with the RFID system faster & accurate issue/returns. 

Smart cards provided to students are integrated with the Circulation module. 

A variety of daily transaction reports and statistics are available which helps us in understanding 

the usage of the library, which automatically helps us build our collection and improves staff 

efficiency & service standard. 

WebOPAC module enables all students and faculties quick and easy access to the library 

resources- both physical and digital. Using simple search and advancedsearch options, 

students search library resources through OPAC in different ways are as follows:- 

Along with search results, circulation details are also displayed. If any book is out of stock, then 

students can reserve the books online and whenever that book is available; a collection notice is 

sent from SLIM21. Digital contents/files (PDF, DOC, PPT, Video, Audio, etc.) are attached in 

support ofthe bibliographic record. 

Moreover, it offers personalized services like checking current and previous loans, Renewing 

books, Check Reservation Status, and so on. 

SLIM Serials Control system easily controls and maintains our library’s periodicals and 

magazines in the most efficient way. It manages traditional and complicated subscriptions, e-

databases, e-journals, Bound volumes and many more resources. 



To conclude, SLIM Software was introduced in COEP Library almost 25 years ago is now 

proved to be a milestone in accessing the department-wise collection, quenching the thirst for 

knowledge for hundreds of students, research scholars and teachers belonging to various 

engineering departments. It gives the library staff and students all the required knowledge 

resource sources very quickly and efficient manner. It helped us in boosting productivity and 

time-saving in the retrieval of 

data.

 



 



 



 



 

 


